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(ABSTRACT)

Survivability and reliability have become important factors in the design of a
mission effective Strategic Defense System (SDS) that protects the United States against a

ballistic missile attack by the Soviet Union. The SDS must be reliable and responsive in

providing this defense. It must also be survivable to counter the Soviet tactics of negating

the defense. To ensure an effective, responsive and affordable system, survivability and
» reliability features must be incorporated in the earliest phases of conceptual design and must

be maintained throughout the SDS life cycle.

The Engagement Timeline Analysis (ETA) model provides a tool for exploring

survivability, reliability and other design trade-offs in the conceptual and preliminary

design phases of the system engineering process. This paper presents a unique

methodology for the derivation of system survivability and reliability requirements in an

SDS design. Evaluations are at the engineering estimate level and are structured to allow

sensitivity analyses of pertinent constellation design parameters and operational

characteristics.



The space—based weapon portion of an SDS architecture is analyzed in this paper.
The constellation is evaluated against a coordinated launch of an antisatellite attack and an
ICBM attack which consists of three different classes of missiles. A derivation of system
reliability and survivability requirements are made to illustrate this methodology in

designing a weapon constellation.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The Soviets now have over 1,000 intercontinental ballistic missiles (ICBMs)
carrying over 5,000 nuclear—armed re—entry vehicles (RVs). They also have about 1,000
submarine launched ballistic missiles (SLBMs) with about 3,000 nuclear—armed RVs. The

purpose of a Soviet nuclear attack on U.S. strategic nuclear forces, our so called
"counterforce", would be to reduce the abilitylof those forces to carry out a retaliatory

I
nuclear attack on the Soviet Union. To achieve their goal, the Soviet attack would have to
succeed quickly and destroy a high percentage of the targets. Otherwise, U.S. weapons
could be launched against the Soviet Uniong.

As a defense against these nuclear warheads, a Strategic Defense System (SDS) is

postulated to defeat such an attack. This SDS has weapon elements, sensor and tracking

elements, and a communication network working together to defeat a ballistic missile
attack. The sensor and tracking system detects and tracks missiles as they rise from their

launch locations to targeted aimpoints. These sensors are placed both on the ground and in
high earth orbits to detect and track objects as they are launched toward the continental
U.S. The missile identifications and their trajectories are passed to command centers,
located on the ground, for decision making. Upon notification to negate these objects,

messages are sent to the weapon system for the destruction of these ballistic missiles and

their warheads.

There are two layers of weapon interceptors. The weapon platforms used to negate

the ballistic missiles depend on the phase of the missile flight. A space-based layer
constellation provides intercepts during the powered flight of these ballistic missiles, when
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their warheads are still on board, and a ground-based system to kill the warheads entering

the atmosphere over the U.S. It is the combination of a ground- and spaced-basedlaythat
provides a robust system. Integral to the sensors and the weapons platforms is the

battle management and communication network. Together, these elements provide the

defense against the ballistic missile attack. For this paper, the space—based weapon layer is

investigated and requirements determined for.

The goals of a SDS are to provide a better basis for deterring the Soviets from a
nuclear attack, to strengthen strategic stability, and to increase the security of the United

States and its Allies. The Soviet planners can make predictions about the Soviet ability to

destroy a chosen set of targets with their ballistic missiles. However, with an SDS, the

Soviet planner would have to make an allowance for a portion of the ballistic missiles being
negated. He would be forced to make assumptions about how and which of his warheads

would be intercepted by our defense system, thereby increasing his uncertainty of

delivering a successful attack against U.S. This increase in uncertainty is an enhancement

to the existing deterrence equation in which the U.S. can, and will, retaliate against such
aggression.

To reduce these uncertainties, the Soviets could consider deploying offensive

countenneasures to restore their previous level of confidence in their weapon's ability to
reach and destroy assigned targets. The Soviets might deploy additional weapons intended

to overwhelm the defenses, assuring that some weapons face no defensive screen. These

tactics would reduce confidence in the SDS and its deterrence factor. Therefore, it is most

· important that the SDS be designed to reliably achieve its mission, even in the face of
countermeasures.
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Because of the cost, technology and political issues, an SDS designer must address
survivability and reliability, as well as the other system engineering elements, in the earliest
phases of the system life cycle process. A system that is not reliable will be of little utility
in enhancing deterrence and providing protection. While a system that is not survivable

against potential Soviet countermeasures to the SDS is equally of no use. The designers
need to balance the often competing requirements of a design and the potential Soviet

reaction to a design, in order to provide a survivable, reliable, maintainable, supportable

and affordable SDS.

This paper presents a methodology for the derivation of system level survivability
and reliability requirements of the space-based weapon portion of a Strategic Defense
architecture. Immediately following is a chapter on the system engineering approach to the
derivation of survivability and reliability requirements in the concept exploration phase of

the system life cycle. Subsequent chapters present the SDS mission and its architecture
against a postulated Soviet threat and countermeasure, an overview of the Engagement

Timeline Analysis (ETA) model, then sample calculations and requirements. Finally, a

summary of the methodology is presented.
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II. SYSTEM ENGINEERING APPROACH

With all systems, a series of development stages precede a final design. These
stages can be in a form of trial and errors until the desired system is achieved. However,

the success of such an approach would become difficult as the system becomes more

complex. The designing of an SDS is extremely complex, in that it span across many
disciplines. It requires a rigorous system engineering approach to integrate and orchestrate
the development of such a system. The SDS is a system of systems comprised of sensors,

interceptors, a communication network and many other elements designed to function as a
single system. Not only is the performance alone an important figure of merit, but the SDS
must remain politically stable, technologically feasible, cost effective, producible, and
maintainable, to name a few.

Throughout the SDS design process, system engineering is used to identify and

define the functional characteristics of the system hardware, software, facilities, data, and

personnel. This process is iterative in the analysis and design phases, with the objective of

satisfying an operational mission needs in the most cost effective manner. The systems

engineering process is used to analyze mission requirements and translate them into design

requirements leading to the development and deployment of an SDS.

Presented in this paper is a methodology for deriving system level requirements.

These requirements are used to drive element level requirements. Since the SDS is a

system of systems, careful coordination and integration are required to ensure functional

performance and communication. Shown in Figure II-l is a schematic of the process of
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deriving a set of robust and responsive system level requirements for survivability and

reliability.

The process begins with an estimate of the Soviet offensive force, called the

baseline threat, for the timeframe that the SDS is deployed. Similarly, a set of mission and

operational requirements are established prior to an initial design. These requirements are

developed consistent with current military structures and doctrines. Using these as drivers,
system baseline performance is computed assuming ideal conditions with no survivability

or reliability measures included. Then, it is necessary to evaluate the SDS performance
capability considering either losses due to reliability, losses from the postulated Soviet
countermeasures, or both of the losses in an integrated manner. The difference in
performance between the baseline and the reduced SDS capability is what the system has to

"buy back" with survivability and reliability enhancement options (SEO/REOs).

Once the impact of the losses is determined, a trade study is conducted to evaluate
the most effective SEO/REO package that is balanced in technology and life cycle cost. For

example, the SEO package could be a combination of platform hardening, maneuvering and

decoys to defend against a nuclear ground—launched antisatellite (ASAT). The end result is

a response, such as a design change or employable tactics. This process is performed for

all the potential countermeasures to determine a robust set of SEOs. As a result of the

SEOs trade analysis, the Soviets could potentially augment their forces with additional

countermeasures to make them more effective. Consequently, this analysis process has to
i

be iterative until a set of SDS requirements are established that are robust and feasible.
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Throughout this iterative process, documentation is essential to show traceability.
Additionally, the results are inputs to documents such as the Survivability/Reliability
Verification and Validation Document, and the Survivability/Reliability Needs Assessment

Document for the certification of available technologies. These documents are revised to
reflect the current design and configuration and they aid in the communication and

integration process of the system design. In the context of this paper, the traceability and
documentation process will not be discussed.
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III. SDS MISSION AND ARCHITECTURE AGAINST THE SOVIET
THREAT

In order to properly design an SDS architecture, the system designers must make an
estimate of the Soviet ICBM force at and around the time the SDS is fielded. The

specification of the threat is very important because it forms the construct of the

architecture. The easier the threat is to defeat, the less sophisticated the SDS would have to

be. Likewise, the tougher the threat, the more difficult the mission of the SDS. Equal in

importance is the specification of the potential Soviet countermeasures. The Soviets have at

their disposal a host of options to attack an SDS, such as ground-based ASATs or space-

based lasers. A system designer must analyze each of these threats and provide a solution

for the possibility of their development. Following is a description of the Soviet threat

used in this paper, as well as the SDS architecture, and an example countermeasure.

III-A. BALLISTIC MISSILE THREAT

Both ICBMs and SLBMs are used to deliver nuclear—armed warheads against

strategic targets within the U.S. The long range ICBMs are capable of targeting their

warheads to distances of up to 10,000 kilometers in a time period of about 30 minutes.

They have a maximum velocity of about 7 kilometers per second. These ICBMs are

composed of three basic parts:

l) a booster rocket to provide the speed necessary to travel the targeted
distance. Typically, these ICBMs consists of two or more stages to
propel the system,

2) a post-boost vehicle (PBV) to accurately position the payload on a
proper trajectory to reach its targets, and

8
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3) the payload consisting of several RVs containing one nuclear warhead
each.

Or re the ICBM missiles are launched, the booster engine bums for about four to
five minutes accelerating the missile to its required velocity and trajectory. This period of
powered flight is called boost phase. The rocket exhaust is very bright and can be easily

seen from great distances in both the visible and infrared wavelength bands.

When the missile reaches its desired trajectory, the booster is released from the

PBV and the post-boost phase begins. The PBV and the payload continue upward while

the much weaker PBV rocket makes corrections to the missile trajectory and begins to

release its RVs. The PBV rocket exhaust is dimmer than the booster's, but still relatively

easy to see.

Upon release from the PBV, the midcourse phase for each RVs begins. The RVs

move on a ballistic trajectory, rising to their maximum altitude and then falling back to earth

toward their targets. As they re—enter the earth's atmosphere, they begin the re—ent1y or the

terminal phase before impact.

A composite of the three types of Soviet ICBMs defended against by the SDS in

this analysis is shown in Table III-1. Their resulting performance characteristics are shown

in Figure III—l. There are a total of 3600 RVs launched with 360 boosters from 15 sites.

These boosters are launched uniformly within a 2 minute window. A sample of the threat

trajectories launched from the Soviet Union to U.S. targets are illustrated in Figure III-2.
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Table III—1: ICBM Performance Parameters

Class 1 Class 2 Class 3
Number of Stages 2 2 3
Payload Mass, kg 8600.0 5700.0 3620.0
Bussing Duration, sec 350.0 155.0 450.0
Total System Mass, kg 211699.2 181069.6 100176.0
Number of RVs 10 10 10
Number of Missiles 144 48 168
Number of Launch Sites 6 2 7
Launch Duration, sec 120.0 120.0 120.0
Stage 1

Specific Impulse, sec 315.0 315.0 270.0
Mass of Motor, kg 10917.0 10917.0 3520.0
Mass of Fuel, kg 150974.6 150974.6 46057.5
Bum Time, sec 105.0 105.0 52.0
Fuel Flow, kg/sec 1437.9 1437.9 885.7

Stage 2
Specific Impulse, sec 325.0 325.0 290.0
Mass of Motor, kg 4286.0 4286.0 2640.0
Mass of Fuel, kg 36921.6 9192.0 29952.6
Bum Time, sec 155.0 70.0 59.0
Fuel Flow, kg/sec 238.2 131.3 507.8

Stage 3
Specific Impulse, sec N/A N/A 300.0
Mass of Motor, kg N/A N/A 1640.0
Mass of Fuel, kg N/A N/A 12746.0
Bum Time, sec N/A N/A 69.0
Fuel Flow, kg/sec N/A N/A 184.7

I
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III·B. DEFENSE ARCHITECTURE ELEMENTS AND MISSION
OBJECTIVE

As a defense against these nuclear-armed warheads, an SDS is proposed that

consists of three major functional elements:

1) weapon elements to intercept the ballistic missiles and destroy them
before they reach their targets. It can be a ground- or a space-based
weapon element,

2) surveillance and tracking elements to continuously observe the battle
space for ballistic missile launches and then collect track information to
provide intercept points,

3) communication and battle management elements to review the data,
decide course of action, and transmit decision data to the other defense
elements. S

This paper addresses the requirements for the space-based weapon portion of the
architecture.

The space-based weapon constellation is placed in low earth orbit, at or below the

maximum altitude of the ballistic missile trajectories to enhance the weapon effectiveness.

The ground-based weapon elements are placed at various strategic locations to provide the

maximum leverage in negating incoming RVs. An effective space-based interceptor (SBI)

element that kills part or an entire load of missiles in their boost and early post-boost phase

has high leverage over the ground-based counterpart that only kills a single RV with each

interceptor. However, an SDS consisting of only a space- or ground- based weapon tier

can be easily countered by an attacker.

For example, an SDS consisting of only SBIs is susceptible to ASAT attacks and

an all ground-based interceptor (GBI) system is vulnerable to a concentrated, decoyed
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attack. As a result, a multi-tier system is designed to enhance performance and to provide a

robust SDS. The SDS aims to leverage the SBI killing potential to reduce the ICBMs force

and to use the GBIs to reduce it further. As an illustration, the mission objective for the
SBI used in this paper will be to kill 45% (648 RVs) of Class l, and 20% (432 RVs) of

the remaining Class 2 and Class 3 RVs in the boost and post-boost phase of the battle.

The sensor satellites are generally placed at higher orbits to detect and track booster

launches. Generally, these platforms are more survivable against the Soviet ground-based

ASAT threat than the space—based weapon constellations because of their high basing

altitude, As a result of their lower altitude, the SBIs are quite vulnerable to the Soviet

ground-based ASATs. These SBIs are reachable by ASATs and are very desirable targets

due to their great missile kill potential.

Shown in Table III-2 is the assumed SBI constellation design parameters and

interceptor characteristics. Figure III-3 is an illustration of this SBI constellation orbiting

the earth. The methodology presented in this paper will show how the constellation

characteristics may change as a result of survivability and reliability requirements.
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Table III-2: SBI Constellation Parameters
Parameter SBI Constellation
Number of Rings 11
Number Per Ring e 23
Basing Altitude, km 500.0
Inclination, deg 80.0

i

Phasing, % 50.0
Orbital Velocity, km/sec 6.7
Number of Interceptors Per Platform 8
Interceptor Velocity, km/sec 5.0
Probability Of Boost Phase Kill 0.9
Probability Of Post-Boost Kill 0.9

»
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III-C. A SOVIET COUNTERMEASURE: ANTISATELLITE

Available to the Soviets are a variety of countermeasures to negate the effect of an

SDS. The countermeasures could include ground—based directed laser weapons, electronic

warfare, a space-based interceptor constellation or ground-based interceptors. These
defense suppression threat elements are used to ensure a successful ballistic missile attack.

Although it probably would not be feasible to field all of these potential threats, a survey is

important to identify those threats that would be most cost effective for the Soviet. Then,

an examination of those cost effective countermeasures can be made in detail to understand

how an SDS could be designed to suryive such attacks with a favorable cost exchange for

our defense. The ground—based ASAT is perhaps one of the easiest and the cheapest near

term threats that can be used to degrade the performance of an SDS. The ASAT can be

nuclear—armed to enhance its kill effectiveness, or it can use a kinetic kill device. Selected

for this paper is the ground-based ASAT interceptor with the characteristics shown in Table

III-3 and Figure III-4. The basing of these ASATs are shown in Figure III-5.

There are infinite ways for the Soviets to use their ASATs against our SDS. Some

strategies allow the SDS to suffer minimal degradation, while others are quite stressing.

For example, concentrating the ASATs against only those SBI platforms that have the

ability to shoot ICBMs in the boost and post-boost phase is a stressing attack. Using

simulations, the Soviets can determine which of our assets inflict the most damage to his

ICBM attack. Since the attack strategy is the choice of the attacker, it is necessary for the

designer to evaluate many stressing attacks against our system when determining system
_ requirements for survivability. For these analyses, the ASATs will be uniformly targeted
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against all platforms that have the ability to participate during the first two phases of the
battle. An allocation of three ASATs to each SBI platform that participates in the battle will
be used for the analysis.
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Table III-3: ASAT Performance Parameters

— ASAT
Number of Stages 2
Payload Mass, kg 1400.0
Total System Mass, kg 33073.1
Intercept Altitude, km 500.0
Number of Launch Sites 32
Number of ASATs (Total) 200
Stage 1

Specific Impulse, sec 285.0
Mass of Motor, kg 2422.5
Mass of Fuel, kg 20871.0
Bum Time, sec 52.0
Fuel Flow, kg/sec 399.8

Stage 2
Specific Impulse, sec 330.0
Mass of Motor, kg 1080.6
Mass of Fuel, kg 7296.0
Bum Time, sec 57.0
Fuel Flow, kg/sec 127.8
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IV. THE ENGAGEMENT TIMELINE ANALYSIS (ETA) MODEL I

The Engagement Timeline Analysis (ETA) model is a one-sided, Monte Carlo or

expected value, tiered, discrete timeline simulation. The model is of medium fidelity with

the ability to handle an M on N engagement. Some of the inputs to the model are derived
using a detailed one-on—one engagement model. The only physical limitation is memory

and time. The model compared favorably with highly detailed simulations of its kind to

within five percent of the predicted solution. It was originally developed in FORTRAN on

a Cray then transfered over to the VAX, and finally reconfigured in Pascal for Macintosh II

computers. The codes comprising of ENGAGE, CONTROL, DEW, and TACSEM are

modules of the "ETA Family". The overall ETA flow is shown in Figure IV-l.

The structure of ETA was chosen to allow varying levels of detail for studying

problems and for the ability to focus on one aspect of SDS performance. For example, a

detailed study of survivability or battle management can be conducted with only one mn of

ENGAGE to determine the kinematics of the scenario, followed by many runs of

CONTROL utilizing different battle management algorithms. This separation of

engagement opportunities (kinematics) from other inputs such as command decisions also

affords a unique opportunity for war gaming activities.

The ICBMs are kinematically modeled as thrusted objects with or without the

presence of an atmosphere. The standard calculations ignore the effect of the atmosphere

II
I
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I

on thrusted objects. The flight control is constant thrust with a gravity turn. The threat

targeting is performed manually, by specifying the launch/aimpoint and launch timing for

each missile. The ASATs are modeled in a similar fashion except they fly to an intercept

point in space. q

Once the SDS constellation parameters are entered, the ENGAGE module marches !
through incremental time steps moving the constellation and flying the threat. For each

'

time increment, the simulation identifies which missiles can be intercepted, the time that the

interceptor was launched, and from which platform. The model allows for each of these
missiles to be flown in the simulation to compute engagement opportunities. At the end of

the run, a file of these engagement opportunity pairings is generated. The opportunities are

then processed to determine the performance of the SDS using a collection of battle i

managementalgorithms.I

This file is then utilized by CONTROL and operated on using a selected

battlemanagementalgorithm. An algorithm could be to maximize the number of RVs killed, or ,

possibly a prioritization by missile classes. There are many possible battle management i

strategies, depending on mission requirements. In addition, firing doctrine, such as shoot-
,

look-shoot or a salvo of multiple shots, may be chosen for each weapon system and
lchanged at any time. For this analysis, a battle management algoxithm to maximize RVs

killed is employed. ,

The baseline performance results along with a threat file for countermeasure l
characteristics such as ASAT flyout time to target is then utilized by TACSEM. This

module first calculates a Soviet p1anner's desired strategy for the use of his weapons in
,
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order for the attacker to best achieve his mission objective (e.g. maximizing RVs leaking

through the SDS). The planner determines the number of weapons to use and when the
ASATs should be launched at the SDS. The user could specify the attack structure
manually if desired by entering a file containing the number of weapons launched, from

which site, and at what time before ICBM launch. Then, given the user's input on chosen
survivability/reliability enhancements, such as the number of decoys on board, or the

number of backup computer system on board, TACSEM calculates the probable outcome

of the battle.

Y Y _ Y
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V . SENSITIVITY ANALYSES

Ideally, a designer could select the probability of survival and reliability of a system

to be unity. However, the realism of system performance and life cycle cost prohibit this

selection. The selection of system survivability is driven by the opposition's reaction to the

SDS. The designer must anticipate the countermeasure and design against it. When the
designer over predicts the threat, the system may become too heavy and costly. On the

other hand, if the system is not survivable then the SDS is of no utility. With system

reliability, the selection of design and technologies are the designer's choice. A balance

must be achieved between performance goals and the cost of high reliability. With both

survivability and reliability, they must be an integral part of the overall systems engineering

process.

In this analysis, the minimum requirement for the probability of survival and

reliability are determined to allow the system to achieve its mission, assuming a fixed SBI

constellation. To guard against uncertainties in these calculations, the designer can applied

a safety margin to assure a higher confidence of system performance. The issue of safety

margin will not be addressed in this paper.

V-A. SURVIVABILITY METHODOLOGY

In order to assess the survivability of a system, it is necessary to characterize the

effects of the countermeasure, in terms of a kill capability, and to assess the ability of the

system to counter that threat. The countermeasure used for the derivation of system

survivability requirements will be a ground-launched nuclear ASAT weapon.
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For a nuclear weapon, the damage mechanism against a space system falls into two
categories. The first includes effects of energy deposition into the material, leading to high

temperatures. This results in structural failure due to melting or vaporization. The second

type of kill mechanism is a result of the passage of high energy into the electronics of the
space system, leading to electronic failure.

The exact determination of the effects of a nuclear detonation will not be represented
in this paper. For purposes of system analysis, the nuclear effects will be given as the

probability of system kill given an exposure level from a nuclear weapon. Given the

different angles at which the spacecraft can be irradiated, the different operational modes it
could be in when exposed, and the large number of possible induced failures, the failure

probability can bein a form as given in Equation V-1.

_ EI B E B B E 2

Pk :1- e 4*)*2 Equation V-l

where fluence is the yield of the weapon per steradian, as given in Equation V-2, and K is

the nuclear hardness of the spacecraft in calories/centimeterz, determined from testing.

=t= • =!< 5Fluence received : Equation V-2 ,

P
where NASA15 is the number of ASATs detonating, Yield is the yield of each weapon inmegatons, r is the radial distance in kilometers from the detonation and 105 is a conversion Ifactor.
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The platform that is under attack can use hardening and distance separation to
negate the effect of a nuclear detonation. Hardening is the use of component design and
material selection to increase the level of energy a spacecraft can tolerate before system

failure. Whereas, maneuvering is used to provide separation between a spacecraft and the

detonation, thus reducing the fluence received. In this case, the radial distance from the

detonation can be represented as the multiplication of the spacecraft maneuver velocity and

the time it has to perform the maneuver. Substituting this and Equation V-2 into Equation

V-l yields a generalized probability of kill for nuclear detonations against a maneuvering,

hardened spacecraft. The probability of kill for the ASAT attacking the SBI could be

further defined to include the probability that the ASAT booster will launch properly, fuze

properly, etc.

Hardening and maneuvering are just two survival options available to the system

engineer to enhance the survivability of a space system. Other survivability tactics include

deploying decoys against homing ASATs, shooting an on—board interceptor to destroy the

approaching ASAT, or the employment of electronic countermeasures, such as jamming the

attacker's radar. For these analyses, only maneuvering and hardening are employed.

Given the probability of survival equation, PS = l - Pk, it is possible to calculate the

probability of survival for each spacecraft based on the threat characteristics, the spacecraft

characteristics, and the kinematics of the battle. The threat characteristics determine the

yield and flux density. The spacecraft characteristics include the level of hardness and

available maneuver velocity. Together the threat, spacecraft, and geometry parameters

combined determine the amount of waming time that the spacecraft has to utilize its
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29maneuvercapability. Table V-1 shows the waming time and a representative probability of
survival for each of the attacked platform. The platforms shown in Table V-1 are those that

have an opportunity to shoot at a missile in the boost or post—boost phase of the battle and
have a suxvivability package consisting of 300 m/sec maneuver velocity and 1 cal/cm2
nuclear hardness.

The waming time for each platform is computed based on the flyout time of the

ASAT from the nearest launch field. The position of the ASAT attack for each of these

platforms is determined as the position of the SBI thirty seconds prior to the potential
release of the first interceptor on board the platform. This thirty second delay is to allow
the debris generated in the vicinity to dissipate. The flyout of the ASATs towards each of

the SBI platforms that is able to participate in the battle is illustrated in Figure V-l. As can

be seen from the figure, those satellites directly above the Soviet Union just before the

launch of the ICBMs are easy targets (very short flyout times) for the ASATs.

‘
The ETA module, TACSEM, uses a Monte Carlo_ technique or an expected value

calculation for the probability of survival for each space asset based on the data from Table

V-1. When the ETA battle manager receives information that an asset has been negated, it

redistributes that spacecrafts targets to other SBI Platforms if possible. This centralization

of battle management function helps to mitigate the impact of the attack on the SDS.
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Table V—1: Satellite Warning Time and Probability Of Survival

sm Ring Number AsATAsArNumber
Number In Rin Flytime (s) Launch (s)

1 2 1 2 587.60 -515.61 1.00
2 3 1 3 360.27 -315.14 0.98
3 4 1 5 194.52 -148.95 0.58
4 5 1 5 189.87 -156.39 0.54
5 25 2 2 370.38 -328.28 0.98
6 26 2 3 173.73 -138.09 0.35

I 7 27 2 4 213.07 -173.38 0.73
8 47 3 1 327.66 -182.67 0.97
9 48 3 2 192.85 -157.14 0.57
10 49 3 3 199.53 -159.37 0.63
11 70 4 1 350.83 -240.29 0.98
12 71 4 2 172.90 -126.81 0.34
13 140 7 2 359.75 -159.71 0.98
14 141 7 3 412.40 -353.04 0.99
15 142 7 4 335.30 -301.04 0.97
16 162 8 1 543.25 -329.74 1.00
17 163 8 2 524.16 -491.33 1.00
18 164 8 3 316.87 -265.03 0.96
19 165 8 4 199.57 -138.13 0.63
20 185 9 1 647.87 -588.05 1.00
21 186 9 2 391.80 -361.09 0.99
22 187 9 3 195.98 -146.31 0.60
23 188 9 4 160.18 -123.43 0.17
24 207 9 23 744.83 -515.55 1.00
25 208 10 1 440.85 -396.18 0.99
26 209 10 2 188.14 -143.01 0.52
27 210 10 3 153.49 -102.93 0.10
28 229 10 22 780.77 -560.73 1.00
29 230 10 23 703.73 -645.88 1.00
30 231 11 1 223.44 -170.85 0.78
31 250 11 20 683.16 -378.33 1.00
32 251 11 21 645.14 -552.24 1.00
33 252 1 1 22 449.60 -399.26 0.99
34 253 11 23 355.92 -318.12 0.98
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V-B. RELIABILITY METHODOLOGY

Reliability is similar to survivability in that it too results in the degradation or

negation of the system’s ability to perform a mission. Tme reliability modeling requires a

detailed breakout of each component's functional representation. For example, a

malfunction of the interceptor's guidance control reduces that interceptors probability of

killing an ICBM. Quantifying the level of degradation in mission effectiveness due to a

guidance malfunction is extremely difficult and beyond the scope of this analysis.

For a system approach to reliability, we can simplify the spacecraft reliability by

estimating, then verified through testing, the reliability of each component's function. For

example, a test of 100 seekers could yield an approximate reliability for the seeker. A

similar test could be conducted for each component, and the overall reliability for the SBI

platfomi and the interceptors on board could be approximated.

To detennine the system reliability requirement, a margin for reliability is calculated

as the percentage of the performance achieved to the required performance for each missile

class. For this analysis, the margin of reliability is assumed to be equal to the product of

platform and interceptor reliability. The maximum margin of the two classes of mission

requirements determines the maximum margin allowable for reliability. An analysis of the

reliability margin allows the designer to see whether the chosen constellation has realistic

levels of reliability or whether the reliability requirement can be further reduced to save life

cycle cost. The reliability requirement can be reduced only if there is additional mission

capability within the system. Using the margin for reliability, the designer can determine
n

both the platform and interceptor reliability requirements from the solution space of overall

performance.
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V-C. SURVIVABILITY AND RELIABILITY ANALYSES

Figure V-2 shows the baseline performance of the SDS architecture, assuming
perfect stuvivability and reliability. Recall that the mission requirement for the SDS is 45%

(648 RVs) of Class l, 20% (432 RVs) of the Class 2 and 3 RVs. Therefore, as can be

determined from Figure V-2, there is an excess of mission effectiveness with the system

having perfect reliability and survivability, as assumed for the baseline calculation.

Figure V—3 illustrates the system effectiveness achievable for various survivability

enhancement option packages. Since the mission requirements are specified as a

percentage of each missile class, the defense performance must satisfy each class

requirement. The performance levels achieved for a select number of stuvivability suites is

shown in Figure V-4. As shown in the figure, the SBI constellation can meet its

performance requirements with 500 m/sec and 2 cal/cm2, 400 m/sec and 1 cal/cm2 etc.,

with the final choice of the system design depending on the system engineer's remaining

constraints such as technical risk and life cycle cost.

The survivability results assume perfect reliability of the SBI platform and its

interceptors. Figure V-5 illustrates the opposite case of varying probabilities of reliability

with a perfect survivability assumption. Both Figures V-4 and V-5 could be used to set

system requirements for survivability and reliability, accordingly, if the requirements were

independent of one another. The integration of system survivability and reliability must be

considered in order to derive the requirements. This is accomplished as follows.

{
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The selection of design points that meet both the Class 1 and Class 2, 3 mission I

requirements in the presence of an ASAT attack is taken from Figure V-4. There are eight
I

representative designs for survivability that meet this criteria, as shown in Table V—2. The

margin of defense capability for each mission requirement is calculated to determine the
maximum margin for reliability. Using the simplified reliability model, as shown in
Equation V-3, the possible solutions for the effective reliability for an SDS meeting the
mission goals in the presence of an ASAT attack is illustrated in Figure V-6. The region of

acceptable reliabilities is that above the line shown for each design. The survivability suite

of 500 m/sec for maneuver velocity and 2 cal/cm2 for nuclear hardness yields the largest
margin of reliability of the system, with a margin of 0.741. The probable reliability of the
platform multiplied by the probable reliability of the interceptor must be greater than or
equal to 0.741 in order for the system to meet its goal. The design using the survivability

suite of 350 m/sec maneuver velocity and 1 cal/cm2 nuclear hardness has a very narrow

margin for reliability of 0.977. A solution for the system reliability requirement for this

margin translates into a requirement for both the SBI platform and the interceptor of 0.99.

Max Margin = Effective Reliability Equation V—3

Each of the eight designs listed in Table V—2 has some margin available for

reliability. The designer can choose the survivability suite and the individual reliabilities for

the platform and the interceptor based on the remaining constraints on his system (e.g.

cost, risk, available technology, timeframe). ·
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Table V-2: Integrated Survivability and Reliability Results

Surv. Package Performance
Maneuver l-Iardness Class 1 Class 2,3 Margin 1 Margin 2

m/sec cal/cmz 648 432 :648/Classl :432/Class 2 3 ;

500 2 874 584 0.741 0.740 0.741 _
500 1 823 577 0.787 0.749 0.787
500 0.5 670 550 0.967 0.785 0.967
400 2 849 581 0.763 0.743 0.763
400 1 741 563 0.874 0.767 0.874
350 2 820 576 0.790 0.750 0.790
350 1 663 549 0.977 0.877 0.977
250 2 670 550 0.967 0.785 0.967
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VI. SUMMARY

The determination of survivability and reliability requirements for a Strategic
Defense System was computed with a top—level model that details the interactions of a
system with its environment. Using the methodology presented, a system engineer can

identify the main drivers leading to the derivation of requirements. For example, the

methodology allows the designer to trade an increase in platform reliability (with its

associated cost) against a solution consisting of a less reliable, yet more survivable system
(with its associated cost).

This methodology incorporates a timeline simulation to assess the performance of
the system to an integrated ICBM and ASAT attack. Representative survivability suites

__ were chosen to illustrate their impact on performance. Of those, eight different
survivability designs met the mission performance criteria in the face of an ASAT attack. A
reliability solution space was determined for each of these eight designs, so that integrated

survivability and reliability requirements could be determined for the SDS. The entire
reliability region was shown, allowing the system engineer to choose the point design from

those given to meet the performance goals amidst other constraints, such as cost.
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